When a power outage occurs, when a disaster strikes, when you need power at a remote location, a portable generator guarantees you a source of electricity.

Portable generators are gas-powered machines that provide you with the power you need anywhere you are. Power outlets on the unit allow you to plug in extension cords, electric-powered tools, and appliances.

While many people buy a generator in the event of a power outage at their home or business, a portable generator allows you to bring power where none is available.

Generators have a range of capabilities based on starting watts and running watts.

Running watts refers to the continuous power a generator can supply, and starting watts refers to the momentary boost of power the generator can supply to start a motor.
OVERVIEW
SUA7000
PORTABLE GENERATOR

- 7,000 Starting Watts
- 6,000 Running Watts
- 2-Year Residential/1-Year Commercial
- 12V Multifunction Port; 1 – 12VDC 8.3A Adaptor Plug / USB Ready - new for 2017
- Full GFCI Outlets; 2 – NEMA 120VAC 20A, GFCI protected - new for 2017
- Runs for 12 Hours at 50% Load
- Factory-Installed handle
- Enough power for whole-house emergency use.
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